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Dummie s Leader Roberts: Jolly Green With a Hangover
■ mm the influences on the band's 

music and his songwriting. He 
listed Llye Lovett, The Roches 
and Andy Partridge of XTC as 
his major influences. When I 
suggested that The Ghosts 
That Haunt Me seemed a 
little Celtic and more folky 
than rock'n'roll, he 
immediately corrected me. 
Although "the album is a 
texturally 
accoustically 
that they can successfully 
handle the big stage. Roberts 
stated emphatically that 
"intimate, mellow settings are 
inappropriate for the Crash 
Test Dummies."

When asked about the 
touring life, Roberts described 
it as "simultaneously 
exhausting and fun." Surprises 
have been kept to a minimum 
as Brad's brother, is a tour 
veteran (as Brad puts it: "he's 
been around the block a few 
times.") and can advise the 
rookies in the band on what to 
expect. This part of the tour 
stretches from Winnipeg to St. 
Johns and back and consists of 
23 dates. Before Christmas, 
The Dummies extensively 
toured the United States, they 
have also played Munich, Oslo, 
Amsterdam and London. After 
this piece of Canadian 
roadwork, the band will 
return to Europe for a more 
extensive set of dates and then

head "down under" for an 
Australian adventure.

I mentioned to Roberts that 
this show (which, incidently, 
is brought to you by your 
Student Union Activities 
Committee through the 
diligent efforts of Kim 
Wettlaufer and her shady 
associates) was sold out and he 
told me that most of their 
shows are sold out. I asked him 
whether the band attributed 
its success to his unique 
baritone voice or his song 
writing. He said that it was 
production, the live show is 
really quite aggressive with 
the drums and bass being 
mixed in a more 'up front' 
manner." stated Roberts, he 
told me that the first leg of 
the tour consisted of club 
dates and now the Venues are 
more theatre size. The live 
show is just as comfortable in 
an arena as it is in a club venue. 
The Dummies have had the 
good fortune to open for Sting 
on a few occasions proving 
definitely a combination of 
both but that there was indeed 
something catchy about his 
voice which he described as 
sounding like the Jolly Green 
Giant with a hangover.

If you ain’t got no ticket 
check the Bruns Classifieds 
next week or, sometimes, 
those who can't use their 
tickets, leave them at the door.

By Mark I. Minor
CHSfl-FM PLAYLIST TOP 40. WEEK Of JANUARY 11TH -1ITN

Next Friday evening, one of 
Canada's hottest new bands, 

pipi§|| The Crash Test Dummies will 
L F appear in the S.U.B. cafeteria.
■g||||||| They are so popular that I even 
K got a call from a fifty-three 
■ year old lady who wanted a 
■l ticket. So if anyone wants to 
lKj| sell a ticket, come visit me in 
■ the Bruns. This lady really 
I wants to see the Dummies and 

the show is sold out.
The Crash Dummies are Brad 

WÊÊ Roberts: guitars and lead 
K vocals; Ellen Reid: keyboards 

and backing vocals; Benjamin 
■P Darvill: harmonica and 

mandolin; and Dan Roberts:
Hr*, bass. The Crash Test Dummies 
■Hj was originally a house band 

g put together by Brad Roberts 
for a club called the Blue Note 
in Winnipeg. The name was 
suggested by a friend of 

| Roberts' who had just seen 
some movies, in school, about 
car accident victims. Part of 
their original repertoire 
actually included some 
"reworked, old obscure Alice 
Cooper tunes". Since these 
early days in 1987 the Crash 
Test Dummies have come a 
long way.

I had the recent opportunity 
to talk with Brad Roberts 
about the band and their 
concert tour. Roberts is the
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Cash for Condoms

Ltf LW ARTIST Titla (Label!

• 1 1 SHADOWY MEN ON A SHADOWY PLANET Dun The lights Chi
The Hem (Cwgo)

‘ 2 2 VARIOUS ARTISTS
Cockburn (Intrepid)

*3 4 MAL HAVOC Punishments (Epidemic)
« 3 TEENAGE FANCIUB Bandwagonesque (0 G C)

•6 9 NO MEANS NO 0 ♦ 2 = 1 (Alternative Tentacles)
6 16 HOLE Pretty On The Inside (Carohne)

* 7 5 DOUBTING THOMAS The Infidel (Was Tran)
•0 7 KING APPARATUS Kmg Apparatus (Raw Energy)

9 10 MINISTRY Jesus Bui My Hotrod EP (SteWanw)
•10 13 EMILY FARYNA Some Of Emily (SpeaO 
11 NE THE ASEXUAIS Erie From Fkxmtown (Cargo)
1? 6 ENYA Shepherd Moons (Reprise)
13 19 HAPPY MONDAYS Live (Eleklra)
14 8 DEAD CAN DANCE A Passage In Tens (4AD)

•IS 11 SARCASTIC MANNEQUINS Lilt* Brother (Eyecon Industries) 7 7
16 17 STEPHEN BARRY BAND Blues Under A Ful Moon (Jushn 

Tene)
•17 20 STATE Of MIND The Road Inside (London South Records)
10 3S TEST DEPT Ecslacy Under Duress (DOVe)
19 10 BILLY BRAGG Don! Try The Al Home (Go Decs/Potygram) 8 10
20 29 MOCK TURTLES Turtle Soup (ReUtivily)
*21 22 TEN COMMANDMENTS Dart Angel -T (Sens**)
*22 24 HILT Journey To The Centre Of The Boot (Neitwert)
23 IS THE CRAMPS Look Mom. No Head (Restless)
24 30 BIG AUDIO DYNAMITE Aly Paly Paradeo Live (Sony)
25 37 VOICE OF THE BEEHIVE Honey Ungers (Polygram)
26 23 SLAYER Live Decade Of Aggression (Del American)

•27 32 CASSANDRA VASIK WdWoeers (Eweteei Bros/Sony)
26 21 PELICAN DAUGHTER Fehbones And Wshbooes (Sdeni)
•29 12 FIFTY FOUR 40 Sweeter Things A Compilation (Warner)
30 31 DROP ACID Makmg God Smde (Restless)
31 20 CO*. The Snow EP (WaiTraa)
32 39 NOCTURNAL EMISSION Cathedral (DOVe)
33 14 PRIMAL SCREAM Screamadehca (SeefWamer)
34 33 SACRIFICE Soldwi 01 Mntortune (Metal Blade)
35 27 TUMOR CIRCUS Tumor Cetus (AMemative Tertadee)
•36 25 RISE Rise (RPN)
•37 NE SNFU Last Ot The Big Tene Suspenders (Cargo)
30 NE CEREBRAL FIX Bastards (RoadRunner)
39 NE GANG GREEN Kmg Of Bands (RoadRacer)
40 NE CRUST Crust (Trance)
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* a Includes Gendlin Contort
TW = This Week. LW = Last Week. WO = Weeks On Chert. HP = Highest Portion 
Chart compilation based on frequency of wpiey Muec Déedw Dave Keighley
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